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A UNIFIED EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR NORMAL SPANNING TREES
MAX PITZ
Abstract. We show that a graph G has a normal spanning tree if and only if its vertex set
is the union of countably many sets each separated from any subdivided infinite clique in G by
a finite set of vertices. This proves a conjecture by Brochet and Diestel from 1994, giving a
common strengthening of two classical normal spanning tree criterions due to Jung and Halin.
Moreover, our method gives a new, algorithmic proof of Halin’s theorem that every connected
graph not containing a subdivision of a countable clique has a normal spanning tree.
§1. Overview
A rooted spanning tree T of a graph G is called normal if the end vertices of any edge of G are
comparable in the natural tree order of T . Intuitively, all the edges of G run ‘parallel’ to branches
of T , but never ‘across’. Since their introduction by Jung in 1969, normal spanning trees have
developed to be perhaps the single most useful structural tool in infinite graph theory.
Every countable connected graph has a normal spanning tree, but uncountable graphs might
not, as demonstrated by complete graphs on uncountably many vertices. We have the following
characterisation for the existence of normal spanning tree due to Jung [7]. Here, a set of vertices
U is dispersed in G if every ray in G can be separated from U by a finite set of vertices.
Theorem 1 (Jung, 1969). A connected graph has a normal spanning tree if and only if its vertex
set is a countable union of dispersed sets.
However, Jung’s condition can be hard to verify, and the most useful sufficient condition in
practice giving a normal spanning tree, see e.g. [2, 3, 5], is the following criterion due to Halin [6].
Theorem 2 (Halin, 1978). Every connected graph not containing a subdivision of a countable
clique admits a normal spanning tree.
In 1994, Brochet and Diestel [1, §10, Problem 4] proposed a common extension of Jung’s and
Halin’s normal spanning tree criterions. The main result in this note, Theorem 3, confirms their
conjecture. Call a set U of vertices TKℵ0-dispersed in G if every subdivided infinite clique in G
can be separated from U by a finite set of vertices.
Theorem 3. A connected graph has a normal spanning tree if and only if its vertex set is a
countable union of TKℵ0-dispersed sets.
Clearly, Theorem 3 implies both Theorem 1 and 2. The method of our proof of Theorem 3 is
also new. It consists of a single greedy algorithm, which constructs the desired normal spanning
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tree in just ω-many steps. It differs in this respect from all the known proofs of Halin’s criterion,
which have relied on advanced results from structural graph theory and typically used transfi-
nite recursions of order type κ = |G|: Halin’s original proof employing his theory of simplicial
decompositions [6], Robertson, Seymour & Thomas’s proof using tree decompositions [9], and
Polat’s proof using the topology of the end space [8]. For further details on how these approaches
interact, see also [2] and [4, Theorem 12.6.9].
§2. The proof
The tree-order 6T of a tree T with root r is defined by setting u 6T v if u lies on the unique
path from r to v in T . Given a vertex v of T , we denote by Tv := T [{t : v 6T t}] the uptree of
T rooted in v. For rooted trees that are not necessarily spanning, one generalises the notion of
normality as follows: A rooted tree T ⊆ G is normal (in G) if the end vertices of any T -path
in G (a path in G with end vertices in T but all edges and inner vertices outside of T ) are
comparable in the tree order of T . If T is spanning, this clearly reduces to the definition given
in the introduction. Note that if T ⊆ G is normal, then the set of neighbours N(D) of any
component D of G− T forms a chain in T , i.e. all vertices in N(D) are comparable in 6T .
Proof of Theorem 3. For the forwards implication, recall that the levels of any normal spanning
tree are dispersed, and hence in particular TKℵ0-dispersed in G.
Conversely, let G be a connected graph and let {Vn : n ∈ N} be a collection of TK
ℵ0-dispersed
sets in G with V (G) =
⋃
n∈N
Vn. Construct a countable chain T0 ⊆ T1 ⊆ T2 ⊆ · · · of rayless
normal trees in G with the same root r ∈ V (G) as follows: Put T0 = {r}, and suppose Tn has
already been defined. Since Tn is a rayless normal tree, any component D of G− Tn has a finite
neighbourhood N(D) in T . For each x ∈ N(D) select one neighbour yx ∈ D of x and call the
resulting set YD = {yx : x ∈ N(D)} ⊆ D. Also, let nD be minimal such that VnD ∩D 6= ∅ and
pick some vertex vD ∈ VnD ∩D. Since G is connected, we may extend Tn finitely into every such
component D as to cover YD ∪{vD} preserving normality (see [4, Proposition 1.5.6]), so that the
extension Tn+1 ⊇ Tn is a rayless normal tree with root r. This completes the construction.
For later use we observe that normality of Tn+1 implies that D ∩ Tn+1 is connected for every
component D of G− Tn (⋆). Indeed, since Tn ⊆ Tn+1 is a rooted subtree, it follows that any two
vertices s and s′ belonging to distinct components S and S′ in D ∩ Tn+1 will be incomparable in
the tree order of Tn+1; hence any Tn+1-path in D from S to S
′, which exists since D is connected,
violates normality of Tn+1.
Clearly, T =
⋃
n∈N
Tn with root r is a normal tree in G. We show that T is spanning unless
some Vn was not TK
ℵ0-dispersed.
Indeed, if T is not spanning, consider a component C of G − T , and let nC be minimal such
that VnC ∩ C 6= ∅. Then N(C) ⊆ T is a chain in T which must be infinite: if it was finite, then
N(C) ⊆ Tn for some n ∈ N but then we would have extended Tn into C, a contradiction. Hence,
N(C) lies on a unique ray R ⊆ T starting at the root of T .
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We claim that
(1) every vertex x ∈ N(C) dominates R, and that
(2) U :=
⋃
{Vn : n 6 nC} cannot be separated from R by a finite set of vertices.
To see this, we show that for arbitrarily high edges e = uv ∈ E(R) with x <T u <T v, we
have N(x) ∩ Tv 6= ∅ 6= U ∩ Tv. Let n ∈ N be large enough such that v ∈ Tn, and let D be the
component of G − Tn in which R has a tail. Note that C ⊆ D since C has neighbours on every
tail of R. Since x ∈ N(C) ⊆ T we also have x ∈ N(D) ⊆ Tn, and hence by construction, there
is a neighbour yx of x in G and a vertex vD ∈ U contained in Tn+1 ∩ D. Since the latter set
is connected by (⋆), there exist yx−R and vD−R paths in Tn+1 ∩ D, which avoid e and hence
witness that N(x) ∩ Tv 6= ∅ 6= U ∩ Tv.
To obtain our final contradiction, note that using (1) it is straightforward to construct a
subdivision K ⊆ G of a countable clique with branch vertices some subset of N(C), see e.g. [4,
Exercise 8.30]. By (2), the set U cannot be finitely separated fromK, i.e. U is not TKℵ0-dispersed.
However, the property of being TKℵ0-dispersed is preserved under finite unions; hence, one of
Vn for n 6 nC fails to be TK
ℵ0-dispersed, a contradiction. 
A simple proof for Halin’s Theorem 2 may be extracted by skipping the selection of vD and
the verification of property (2). Similarly, by skipping the steps of choosing YD and of verifying
property (1), we obtain a simple proof for Jung’s Theorem 1.
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